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Newly Updated Moonbase Goes Live with HTML5 on iOS, Android, Facebook
Published on 06/26/12
South African based Maxxor Ltd. announces the release of a newly updated version of
Moonbase for the iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Android devices and Facebook. This wildly
popular social multiplayer adventure challenges players to build a mining base on the
moon, get rich by mining Helium-3 and fight other players to achieve dominance. Newly
enhanced to take on the many advantages of HTML5, Moonbase now features an in-depth
introductory tutorial, deeper Facebook integration, and improved gameplay.
Cape Town, South Africa - Maxxor, an innovative mobile application and software developer,
today announces the release of a recently updated version of Moonbase for the iPhone,
iPad, iPod touch, Android devices, and Facebook. An intensely social online game, Moonbase
challenges players to build a mining base on the moon and get rich by mining precious
Helium-3. This newly updated HTML5 enabled game goes live across multiple platforms and
boasts an eclectic array of improvements all while keeping true to its fiercely
competitive, combat soaked, yet socially engaging spirit. Moonbase is currently available
for download on the App Store for free in the Games category, in Google Play for Android
phones, and as a full Facebook game too!
This game perfectly blends classic strategic gaming elements with social interaction and
interactive play on a truly massive scale. Gamers find themselves on the moon in the
not-too-distant future, tasked to mine the precious element Helium-3 and send it to earth
where it will be used as fuel for limitless fusion-based power. It's a simple premise, but
succeeding in this game is anything but. Furthermore, the game has grown as a result of
its most recent update too, now offering more to players than ever before.
A fully fleshed out tutorial module has been included to help novice players get
accustomed to the Moonbase experience while enhanced integration with Facebook makes
connecting, interacting, and gaming with friends even easier. Boasting about gameplay
that's more fluid then ever before and more stable experience as a whole, it's safe to say
that things have gotten sweeter on the technical side for the game too. That said, for all
its improvements Moonbase still delivers the same awesome social gaming experience. It's
still populated with thousands of other live Moonbase players vying for as much space loot
as they can get their hands on. Players are free to interact with each other, in fact it's
a must as without alliances players' moonbases are a target for anyone plotting a raid!
At its core Moonbase is a classic strategic MMORPG. Players have loads of choices to make
and many different avenues to build their moon mining clout. Spend money reinforcing your
base to keep it safe from unsavory players? Expand your mines and invest in better
equipment to get rich quicker? In Moonbase the big decisions are always in the player's
hands. The game is integrated with Facebook too, ensuring that finding friendly faces and
connecting with other players up on the moon is always hassle-free. It's time to mine and
meet new people, so grab your space helmet and head to the moon with Moonbase right from
your iPhone, iPod touch or Android phone right now!
Device Requirements:
* 3/4G iPhone, iPad, or 3/4G iPod touch
* Requires iOS 5.0 or later
* 17.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Moonbase 1.1 is free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Games category.
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Maxxor:
http://www.maxxor.com/
Moonbase 1.1:
http://www.moonbase.mobi/
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/moonbase/id497350531
Screenshot 1:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/094/Purple/v4/d4/18/59/d41859aaf420-4497-8fa9-f51b992da2d4/mza_5496722977461340092.320x480-75.jpg
Screenshot 2:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/079/Purple/v4/29/47/e3/2947e3dd-15cab1fd-3455-3e4ef7a627eb/mza_7792639886056150642.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/071/Purple/v4/fa/a9/20/faa920c7-8411-b706-8da5-fa52a46cdfa
2/mza_2167604215878809581.175x175-75.jpg

Founded in South Africa, Maxxor Business Solutions (Pty) Ltd. is a professional software
development company specialising in cross-platform mobile application development. The
company develops cutting-edge web applications, mobile applications, websites and
mobi-sites that connect users with their devices and with one another in unique new ways.
(c) Maxxor Business Solutions Ltd. 2012. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Moonbase is a registered trademark of Maxxor.
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